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Module 3 Kit 6: Knowing Your Audience 

Learning 
Objectives: 

To understand what a presenter can do before and during the 
presentation to know the audience 
To appreciate the importance of analysing the audience 
To be able to adapt the presentation according to the signals from 
audience given by body language 
To be able to improve the presentation prepared before 
To name the five things to find out about the audience to make 
sure the talk is on point 

Content  Knowing your Audience 

Language Key Terms: 
Audience, event, organizer, gesture, stage, location, equipment, 
survey 

Learning outcomes After the lesson the participants will: 
Knowledge 
To name the five things to find out about the audience to make 
sure the talk is on point 
Skills 
To be able to improve the presentation prepared before 
To be able to adapt the presentation according to the signals from 
audience given by body language 
To understand what a presenter can do before and during the 
presentation to know the audience 
Attitude 
To appreciate the importance of analysing the audience 

Description of the 
activities  proposed Activity 1: Presenting my Presentation 

Procedure/description: students match the words with the pictures 
and then play a vocabulary game to make these words 
meaningful by using in a sentence etc.  
Links: 
The Spin the Wheel Game (Kit 6, Task 2) 
Approximate time: 40 minutes 
Learning objective/s:  
To equip learners with subject-specific vocabulary to successfully 
understand content 

Activity 2: Knowing your Audience 
Procedure/description: Teacher shows a presentation about 
knowing audience and students answer questions according to 
the presentation. 
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Links: 
Knowing your Audience(Prezi) 
https://prezi.com/view/RdMgUgRVtHloUOE4dDbj/ 
Approximate time: 1 hour 
Learning objective/s: 
To understand what a presenter can do before and during the 
presentation to know the audience 
To appreciate the importance of analysing the audience 
To be able to adapt the presentation according to the signals from 
audience given by body language 

Activity 3: Adapting My Presentation 
Procedure/description: Students watch a video about knowing 
audience and fill in the blanks according to that.  
Links: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzWDdlhtmyA
Presentations prepared (Module3, Kit 2) 
Approximate time: 1 hour 
Learning objective/s: 
To be able to improve the presentation prepared before 
To name the five things to find out about the audience to make 
sure the talk is on point 

Materials, 
equipment 

Computer and internet access 

Recommended 
duration 

App. 2 hours 40 minutes 

Assessment/ 
Evaluation 

Lesson Evaluation: 10 minute debrief and discussion on the 
lesson  

References and 
other useful sources 
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